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RESUME. - Une etude des donnees provenant des magnetogrammes normaux de deux stations eqUlltoriales : Kodaikllnal (Long. 
Geo. 77°21! E, Dip: 3,5°N)et Huancayo (Long. Geo. 75°20',0, Dip. 2,OON) pendant une per;odede troisans (1969-1971) a 
montre que les eflets dus awe eruptions solaires sur la variotion geomagnetique surviennent meme ctJte nuit. Les elfets geoma
gnetiques des eruptions soiD.ires, observes Ii Kodaikanal, montrent une forme distincte et possedent pendJJ.nt la nuit une ampli
tude sujfisante dans la composante H (4r. au maximum). Une etude comparative des caractemtiques des ellets geomagnetiques 
de nuils dus awe eruptions s01l1ires observes ti Kodtzika1lJll avec les effets de jour simultanes (SFE au Crochet) observes iJ 
Huancayo, a perm;s de mettre en evidence un temps de croissance et de decroissance plus lent compares ti cewe du cote jour. 

ABSTRACT. -- A study o[ the normal run mapzetogram dilta of two equatorial stations: KodtJikanal (Geo. Long. 71' 28' E, Dip 
3.5° N) and Huancayo (Geo. Long. 7S02rJW, Dip 2.0° N), for a three year period (1969-1971), showed that solar j1Jue effects 
on geomagnetic variation do OCCUl' even in the dilrk hemisphere. The night time geomognetic effects of solar j1tJres as observed 
at Kodtzilcafll1/ are noticed to exhibit Q distinct shape and possess sufficient amplitude in the H-component (> 4 T at the maxi
mum/. A comparatil'e study of the c/w'acteristics of the night time geomagnetic effects of solar flares observed at KodtJikal/lZl 
in relation to the simultaneous day time effects (SFE or Crochet) observed at Huancayo, revealed thllt the night time elfects 
are characterised by slower rise and decay compared to day time effects. 

I. Introduction 

One of the transient variations in the geomagnetic 
field as monitored on the ground in the sunlit hemi
Where is the effect of solar flares referred to as SFE 
(Geomagnetic Crochet): Earlier studies have shown 
that the Occurrence of SFE is maximum around 
local noon and its amplitude has a local time variation 
limilar to that of Sq field (McNish, 1937 : Nagata, 
1952 : Subrahmanyam, 1964; Pinter, 1967). Evalua
lion of ionospheric current systems during solar flare 
~onditions revealed that SFE is not due to a mere 
lIugmentation of normal Sq field as thought of by 
Champman (1937, 1961) and Champman and Bartels 
11940) ; and the current flaring layer responsible for 
SFE is below the nonnal dynamo current carrying 
region (Volland Taubenheim, 1958 ; Veldkamp and 
Van Sabben 1960 : Yasuhara and Maeda, 1961). A 
Rudy using rapid run magnetogram data indicated 
that SFE could be due to enhanced electric conducti
vity due to solar XUV (1 - 1000 A.) flare radiation, 
as SFE's were often noticed to exhibit a composite 

structure consisting of a 'fast' component presumably 
due to EUY radiation (100 -1 000 A) and a 'slow' 
component due to soft x-rays (1-100 A) (Richmond 
and Venkateswaran, 1971). 

Most of the earlier work on solar flare effect on 
geomagnetic variation is mainly confmed to the 
sunlit hemisphere as it is generally considered that 
solar flare effect on geomagnetic variation occurs 
only in the sunlit hemisphere. However, observational 
ev:idence to the possibility that solar flare effect on 
geomagnetic variation does occur even in the dark 
hemisphere was presented a decade ago by Ohshio 
(1964). He reported the amplitude of the night time 
geomagnetic solar flare effects to be small and their 
shape not to be so distinct even at the maximum 
stage. Similar observations have been reported re
cently by Srivastava and Abbas (1974). An examina
tion of nonnal run magnetogram data of Kodaikanal, 
a station in . the electro jet, showed several instances 
during night time. when there are conspicious short
lived perturbations in geomagnetic elements (usually 
in H-component). These perturbations are noticed to 
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occur in concurrence with both solar x-ray ~1ares 
(1- 8 A.) (monitored by SOLRAD-9 an~ pubhsh~d 
in Solar - Geophysical Data) and sudden lonosphenc 
disturbances in the sunlit hemisphere (Solar-Geophy
sical Data). This observation lends evidence t.o the 
possibility that geomagnetic effects do occur 111 the 
dark hemisphere in association with solar flares us 
fITSt reported by Ohshio (1964). A preliminary study 
of the night time geomagnetic effects of solar n~r~s 
as observed at Kodaikanal showed that they ex./ublt 
a well defined shape and possess sufficient amplitude 
in H-component (> 4 r at the maximum) and are 
characterised by slower rise and slower decay compar
ed to day time effects (SFE) observed at the same 
station (Sastri and Murthy 1975). Hereafter the night 
time geomagnetic effects of solar flares will be refer
red to as NTSFE while day time effects will be 
referred to as SFE through this paper. 

In this communication are presented the salient 
results of a further study made using normal run 
magnetogram data of Kodaikanal (Geographic Lon
gitude 77° 28' E, dip 3.5° N) and Huancayo (Geo
graphic longitude 75°20'W, Dip 2.0o N), both the 
in the electrojet region, such that when Kodaikanal 
lies in the night hemisphere, Huancayo lies in the 
sunlit hemisphere and vice versa. The objective of 
this study is to see how far the earlier observation 
on the difference in the characteristics (rise time 
and decay period) of SFE's and NTSFE's is evident 
in the simultaneous effects observed at the two 
stations in the sunlit and dark hemispheres and to 
examine the validity of the interpretation of NTSFE 
by Ohshio (1964) as due to induction currents that 
are forced to flow in the ionosphere on the dark side 
of the earth due to the sudden increase in electrical 
conductivity in the sunlit hemisphere. The period 
covered in the present study is from January 1969 
through December 1971 and a total of 15 well 
defmed simultaneous effects observed (in H-compo
nent) at the two stations have been studied. It is to 
be mentioned that out of a total of 22 well defined 
night time effects noticed at Kodaikanal, simulta
neous day time effects at Huancayo have been no
ticed for only IS events. 

II, Results 

In figure I are presented two typical examples of 
simultaneous SFE and NTSFE observed at Huancayo 

, and Kodaikanal respectively in the electrojet region. 
The close association in time between the occurrence 
of SFE and NTSFE may be noticed. Further, both 
the events are associated with solar x-ray flares 
(~-8 A) and the consequent sudden ionospheric 
dIsturbances (SID) in the sunlit hemisphere as may 
be n~ted from the text of figure I. Infact, all the 
IS SImultaneous events used in this investigation 
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ar\! assodatl.'d with solar x-ray !lures (1-8 A) d 
S• \.1 I I" an COIl~l.'qll\.'llt til Ul'll I1IWSP lI.'rtc Disturbances (SID) 

in the sunlit helllisphen:. In ligure :! is shown th 
tilll\.' ..:urrdation lIf the uC~'urreI1Ce of NTSFE's a~ 
KLlc.laikan'll with thl.' snlar .\'-ra~ Hares (1-8 A). Th 
cOlwindng assod'ltion in time bl'twcen the occur~ 
rence of thc two may he notice,\. None of the 15 
events stLldk~1 in this ill\ .. e~tit!ation occurred dUring 
th\.' cours,' of ,I l!l'()ll1aglll.'h~· stonn and hence could 
not hl' magnetic bays whkh occur usually dUring 
the I1l:1in phase uf the ~l'ulllagndk storm. The pos
sibility that they .. ·,ILlM hI.' ~utIJ~'n Impulses (SI) is 
also diminatcd Offtl'r l·hl..'ckinl! with the data of 
Sll~ldl.'n 11l11'1Ih~'!\ t Solm..( ;l'ophrsical Data). 

Furllll.'r. th .. • AI' inlkx for th..: days dUring which 
~TSFF 's h'I\'I.~ bl.'~·n uhs~'" l'd at Kodaikanal is usually 
k'So" than 13 and in nnl~ J ~aSl'"S out of a total of 15, 
it cx.~\!c\11.'1.! thl' "alul;' 13. The ah\lve observations 
I:karl)' indkah' that Ihl.' perturbations noticed and 
studh!d ar!.' gl'nuilll' "l)l;u !larc d·fccts. It can now 
be SCI.'I1 from figur\.' I that till' ~TSFE's observed at 
Kouaikanal ex.hibit a wdl ,ktincJ shape and possess 
sufikicnt alllillillll.k in th,' J/~tJmpon\!nt (> 4r at the 
maximum I and can hI;' idl.' II ti til'd "isually with ease. 
'fhl.'sl.' fl.!atur.:s Jiffcr I'rUlll tit ... I.'arlier observations 
of Ohsh io I J 9(14, wI" I rl.'portl.'LI the ~'rsFE's to be 
small in ,lInplituc.k ami ,it) not I.'xhibit a distinct 
shupe 1.'\'l.'n at till' 1l1,I\intlll11 stage. This could be 
due to til,' fad that in th ... prl·Sl.'nt study the night 
timl' gl!()l11at!nl'tk dl'l'd!. uf solar nares are studied 
at onh' 0111.' stilliull in Ih~' dark hemisphere: Kodai· 
kanal. !iihmlcc.1 in thl.' \'I,·l.'Imjl'! region. where rela· 
tively strong casl\\,ml dedrie current t10ws generaly 
even' at nigin during g~'UIlHI!!Ildic solar flare effect, 
while in Ohshiu \ I 19641 work the night time geo
mal!ncti" el'li!ds Wefl.' :-.IUI.lh .. 'J at various stations 
scattered in thl.! Jark hl.'mi"irhl.'rl' whl.'re the electric 
cum'nl flu\\' will hI.' rl'i;.Jti\d) w~·ak. 

Ttl facilit~lk (I l'UlIlp;lr'ltiVl.' 1itudy of the characte
ristics or the 5illlultan~'mh SFE anJ l'ITSFE events, 
the timl.'!> uf start. mOi,ill\ul1\ ami end of the same 
have b""n rcad fmm th\' uriJ::inal normal run magne
togram to an aCCllr;I~'~ "I' ,+: ~ minutc~. from this data 
the riSI! tim~' and lolal ,\uratiun of both SFE's and 
NTSH:: 's have hc-:'n ~'\'(lluat"d. The amplitude 1m Ir of 
both SFE'~ anu \TSH:\ har. ~I!n evaluated folloW
ing accepted rnoccullrc u:;ing the expression: 

,111" := II) .. - (hI r "2.)/~ (I) 

whel'\! III ' ,,~ and 11.1 ar~' th~ values of the horizontal 
compOllent of the magnl!th: fidl.l at the start. end and 
maximum uf the ewnt. In tigure 3 are shown the 
~attcr pints uf rise lime and total duration of the 
15 simuilanec)Us c\l~ntl. !\tmli~d. It is evident that 
NTSFE's arc cllaracteris~·c.I hy sluwcr rise and deca~ 
comllared to SFE's, I~'ndin!:! further support to thIS 
inference reached earlier c Sustri and Murthy. 1975) 
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from a comparative statistical study of the characte
ristics of SFE's and NTSFE's observed at Kodaikanal 
(obviously, not simultaneous). 

. In Figure 4 are shown the variations of the time 
!~ference between the maxima of NTSFE and the 
sunultaneous SFE (flgure 4a) and the ratio of ampli
tude of NTSFE to SFE (flgure 4b) with the peak 
x·ray flux (l-8A) of the corresponding solar flare for 
~e 15 events. The following features may be noticed. 
Firstly, there is no defmite trend in the variation of 
both the time difference in the maxima of NTSFE 
and SFE and the ratio of amplitudes of NTSFE and 
SFE, with the peak x-ray flux of the corresponding 
solar flare. Secondly, the occurence of maximum 
of. N.TSFE and SFE is not nearly simultaneous 
('1flthm 1 minute) in a majority of the events studied 
even after allowing for the errors involved in scaling 
of ~e normal run magnetograms used in the analysis. 
Thirdly, the ratio of amplitude of NTSFE to SFE 
usually lies in the range 0.08 to 0.45 and in only 
5 out of the 15 events studied it reach~d 0.5 and 
above . 
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III. Discussion 

Ohshio (1964) interpreted the night time geo
magnetic effect of solar flares (NTSFE) as due to 
electric currents induced into the dark hemisphere 
due to enhanced electrical conductivity in the 
sunlit hemisphere in order to make closed electric 
current in the ionosphere surrounding the earth. 
Following the earlier work of Rikitake and 
Yukutake (1962) who treated the geomagnetic 
solar flare effect as a world wide transient pheno
menon, Ohshio calculated the time lag and intensity 
of geomagnetic solar flare effect due to electro
magnetic induction. He found that a weak current 
flows in the dark hemisphere and that its intensity 
(near the midnight area) is about 20 % of that in 
the sunlit hemisphere (near the sub-solar area) and 
reaches a maximum over the globe in about O.S to 
1.0 min. after the sudden increase in conductivity 
in the sunlit hemisphere. 

A consideration of the. observational results pre
sented in the proceeding ·sectlon in the light of those 
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expected on Ohshio's (t 964) work shows only 
partial agreement, as the time difference between 
the maximum of NTSFE and SFE is larger than 
expected in a majority of the cases, although the 
ratios of the amplitude of NTSFE to SFE usually 
lies in the range 0.08 to 0.45. This partial agreement 
could be due to the fact that Ohshio's calculations' 
are mathematically idealised based on a model in 
which it is assumed that the electric conductivity 
increases suddenly without duration and also the 
ionospheric conductivity is considered to be iso
tropic. 

Fig. 2 

Time correlation of NTSFE's observed at Kodaikanal with 
+- solar x·ray flares (J·IIA). 
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SFE's and NTSFE's observed at Huancayo and Kodaikanl 
respectively. 
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